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INTRODUCTION 
Let (A, m, k) denote a local noetherian ring with d = dim A admitting a 
normalized dualizing complex D’. By well-known theorems on local duality 
A is Cohen-Macaulay ring if and only if the (-d)th place truncated 
dualizing complex r-,D’ is isomorphic to the zero complex in the derived 
category D(A). (See Section 1 for more precise statements.) In the following 
we consider a class of local rings for which the truncated dualizing complex 
t-,D’ is isomorphic to a complex of vector spaces over A/m = k. There 
have been several efforts to get results about local rings which generalize the 
Cohen-Macaulay property, see, for instance [7,13,14]. A connection to our 
consideration is given in the following sense: 
In 2.3 we prove one of our main, theorems: the complex t-,D’ of A is 
isomorphic to a complex of vector spaces over k if and only if A is 
Buchsbaum ring in the sense of [ 13, 141. They are those rings for which the 
difference L(A/d) - e,(x; A) between length and multiplicity of a system of 
parameters x does ndt depend on x. See also 2.1 for a brief summary of 
essential facts about Buchsbaum rings and relation to a conjecture of D. A. 
Buchsbaum. 
In [7] M. Hochster and J. L. Roberts have studied purity of the Frobenius 
map and related things to show that the local cohomology modules of 
certain rings of such type behave nicely. Applying our criterion 3.1 to this 
situation, we can show in 4.1 that such rings have a truncated dualizing 
complex t-,D’ which is isomorphic to a complex of vector spaces over k. 
Following the examples given in [7] we get a number of Buchsbaum rings. 
For instance: Let Vc IP~ be a projective variety defined by an ideal which is 
generated by square-free monomials, then V is arithmetically Buchsbaum if 
and only if V is a Cohen-Macaulay variety. 
Our Theorem 2.3 is related to a result of R. Kiehl in [8]. Using the 
“surjective map” criterion of [ 141 he showed that the canonical module of A 
is Buchsbaum if t-,D’ is isomorphic to a complex of vector spaces over k. 
This yields in [8] that the local rings at the cusps of Hilbert modular groups 
are factorial Buchsbaum rings which are not Cohen-Macaulay. 
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Furthermore, the material of the paper is organized as follows: In 
Section 1 we recall some definitions and basic facts of [5] about dualizing 
complexes and duality, which are used later. Also it is shown for a complete 
local ring that the Matlis dual of the dualizing complex and the direct limit 
of certain Koszul complexes are isomorphic in the derived category D(A). 
This Proposition 1.4 is useful in Section 2 to characterize Buchsbaum rings 
not assuming the existence of dualizing complexes. Theorem 2.3 yields a 
number of cohomological invariants of Buchsbaum rings, which are 
described at the end of Section 2. (Especially, this shows for the rings 
considered in 1.1 and 4.8 of [7] that not only does the zeroth graded piece of 
Koszul cohomology not depend on forms f but also the whole cohomology 
module.) In Section 3 we give an application to the graded case: A special 
graded k-algebra R over a field k is Buchsbaum ring, if the local cohomology 
modules satisfy [&@)I,, = 0 for all it # I and 0 < r < dim R. We conclude 
in Section 5 with some remarks on Segre products. In 5.1 it is proved that 
the Segre product of certain special graded Buchsbaum k-algebras is 
Buchsbaum again. This result contains parts of [2, 151, where an adequate 
statement is proved in the Cohen-Macaulay case. 
1. DUALIZING COMPLEXES 
In the forthcoming material we use the notion of derived category, derived 
functor, and dualizing complex, which are developed in [5]. All the 
definitions and technical results we will use can be found in [ 5 J. 
The category D(A) (resp. D-(A), D+(A), D,(A), D;(A), D,!(A)) is the 
derived category of the category whose objects are complexes of A-modules 
(resp. complexes bounded above, complexes bounded below, complexes with 
coherent cohomology, complexes bounded above with coherent cohomology, 
complexes bounded below with coherent cohomology) and whose morphisms 
are homotopy equivalence classes of morphisms of complexes. 
Consider the functors Horn@, Cl) and Hi(U) defined in any category of 
complexes of A-modules. Then R Horn@, 0) and R Hi(O) denote the 
derived functors in the sense of Verdier. 
DEFINITION 1.1. An object D’ E D:(A) is called dualizing complex over 
A if 
(a) D’ has finite injective resolution. 
(b) The natural map M’ + R Hom(R Hom(M’, D’), D’) is an 
isomorphism in D(A) for any M’ E D,(A). 
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If the dualizing complex of A exists, it is unique up to isomorphism in 
D(A) and translation. Now let us recall some basic facts about dualizing 
complexes, for proofs see [5]. 
Remark 1.2. (a) If A is a quotient of a Gorenstein ring R (for instance, 
if A is complete) the dualizing complex exists. D’ can be represented in 
0: (A) by Horn,@, I’), where I’ is a mimimal injective resolution of R over 
itself. 
(b) An object D’ E D:(A) is a dualizing complex over A if and only 
if there is an integer d such that 
Ext’(k, D’) z 0 for i#d 
zk for i = d. 
We say that the dualizing complex D’ is normalized, if this integer d is zero. 
(c) An object D’ E D:(A) is dualizing on A if and only if D’ 0” a is 
dualizing on the completion a of A. 
LOCAL DUALITY THEOREM 1.3. Let D’ be a normalized dualizing 
complex over A and M’ E D:(A). Then there exists a canonical isomorphism 
in D(A) 
R H!(M) + Horn, (R Hom(M’, D’), E), 
where E denotes the iqjkctive hull of the residue field k. 
We note that a normalized dualizing complex D’ is bounded with D’ = 0 
for i > 0 and i < -dim A = -d. We call K = Hmd(D’) # 0 the canonical (or 
dualizing) module of A. 
If-M’= . . . -+Mk+Mk+l + .s. is a complex of A-modules, by rSM’ (resp. 
r,M’) we denote the complex M’ which is truncated above (resp. below) on 
the sth (resp. rth) place, that is rsM’: ... +Mk+Mktl+ . . . +&P-‘-P 
BS(M’)+O (resp. 5,M’: O-+Br+l(M*)+Mr+l+ . . . +Mk+Mk+‘-+ . ..). If 
r < s we have 
Hk(7p!r) = 0 for k<r or k>s 
= fzk(M’) for r < k < s, 
where rSM’ = r,(PM’). Finally, M’[t] denotes the complex M’ shifted t 
places to the left, and with the sign of the differential changed, that is, 
(M’[t])R =M”+’ and dM.IrJ = (-l)‘dM. 
As usual, we write K-(x’; A) for the Koszul complex of A with respect to 
x1 = {xi ,..., xk} for all t >, 1, where x = {xi ,..., x.} are elements of A. If t’ > t 
607/44/1-S 
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are two positive integers, then there is a natural map of Koszul complexes 
K’(x’; A) + K’(x”; A). Let 
K’=K’(x”D;A)=l&K’(x’;A) 
be defined by this natural map of Koszul complexes. Then we have 
Km=0 for m < 0 or m > n 
and 
where A, denotes S-IA with respect to S = (x’ ) r > 0). Especially, we get 
K” z A. Now we can give a connection between the dualizing complex and 
K’, if A is a complete local ring. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let A be a complete local ring and x a system of 
elements of A such that rad xA = m. Then Hom(K’, E) is a normalized 
dualizing complex for A. Here E denotes the injective hull of the residue field 
k. 
Proof. To show that Hom(K’, E) is dualizing for A, we use criterion 
1.2(b). After [4] we have 
H’(K’) z l& H’(K’(x’; A)) g H’,(A). 
Thus H’(K’) is an artinian module for all i. Since E is an injective module, 
we have 
H’(Hom(K’, E)) !Z Hom(H-‘(K’), E). 
Because A is complete, by Matlis duality we get that H’(Hom(K’, E)) is 
finitely generated for all i; therefore Hom(K’, E) E D:(A). In view of 1.2(b) 
we have to show 
Ext’(k, Hom(K’, E) G 0 for i # 0 
gk for i=O. 
It is indicated above that K’ is a flat A-module for i = O,..., n. Therefore 
(Hom(K’, E))’ z Hom(K -i, E) 
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is an injective A-module for i = O,..., n and zero otherwise. Consequently we 
fw 
Ext’(k, Hom(K’, E)) z H’(Hom(k, Hom(K’, E))), 
and the statement follows because 
Horn@, Horn@?, E)‘) z Horn& @ K-‘, E) z 0 for i#O 
gk for i=O 
by considering the structure of K-’ as remarked above. .Q.E.D. 
The assumption in 1.4, that A is complete, is essential because there are 
local rings which have no dualizing complexes. 
2. BUCHSBAUM RINGS 
At the beginning of this section let us recall some basic facts about 
Buchsbaum rings. They are rings which satisfy a conjecture of D. A. 
Buchsbaum given in [l] and generalize Cohen-Macaulay rings in a natural 
way. The conjecture in [I] is shown to be false in general by W. Vogel in 
WI. 
THEOREM AND DEFINITION 2.1. The following conditions on a local ring 
(A, m) are equivalent: 
(a) For every system of parameters x = {x1 ,..., xd} of A, we have 
m((.q ,'**, x,-,)4 fx,)E (x1,.,.,x1-,)A for i = l,..., d. 
@) For every system of parameters x = {x1,..., xd} of A, we have 
m&q ,..., x,-,)A:x,)E (X1,...,X&,W 
(c) There is an invariant C(A) such thaf 
L(A/xA) - eO(x; A) = C(A) 
for every system of parameters x = {x, ,..., x,,} of A, where L, respectively e,, 
&notes length, respectively multiplicity of x. 
A ring which sat&&s one of these equivalent. conditions is called 
Buchsbaum ring. 
The proof of 2.1 is given in [ 131. In the following we give a pure 
homological criterion for .a ring to be Buchsbaum and obtain a number of 
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non-Cohen-Macaulay Buchsbaum rings. To do this we follow a method 
which was introduced by R. Kiehl in [8], i.e., we take into account 
properties of dualizing complexes. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let (A, m, k) be a local ring with d = dim A and 
normalized dualizing complex D’. Let M’ E D:(A) be a complex such that 
H’(M’) is offinite length for all i and M’ = 0 for all i < 0. Suppose z-,D’ is 
isomorphic to a complex of vector spaces over k. Then rdM’ is also 
isomorphic to a complex of k-vector spaces. 
Proof. We take the following short exact sequence of complexes 
0 + K[d] -+ D’ --) r-,D’ + 0, 
where K denotes the canonical module. Applying R Hom(M’, 0) and 
D := Hom(O, E) we get a short exact sequence of complexes 
0 -+ D(R Hom(M’, z_~D’)) --t D(R Hom(M’, 0’)) 
+ D(R Hom(M’, K[d])) -+ 0. 
By local duality we have R H$(M’) Y D(R Hom(M’, D’)) for the middle 
complex. Since the cohomology of M’ is of finite length, a spectral sequence 
argument for computing hypercohomology yields 
M’ 5 R HO,(M). 
A further computation shows (D(R Hom(M’, K[d])))” = 0 for all n < d. 
Since z-,D’ is isomorphic to a complex of k-vector spaces, the same is true 
for D(R Hom(M’, rmdD’)). Summarizing all these facts, the above short 
exact sequence of complexes yields the statement. Q.E.D. 
Before we prove our main theorem, we remark two rather trivial facts: A 
local ring A is Buchsbaum if and only if the completion A^ of A is a 
Buchsbaum ring. On the other hand a complex M’ e D(A) is isomorphic to a 
complex of k-vector spaces if and only if the same is true for M’ @ A A. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let (A, m, k) be a local ring and d =dimA. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) A is Buchsbaum ring. 
(ii) There is a system of elements x of A such that rad xA = m and 
sdK’(x”O; A) is isomorphic to a complex of k-vector spaces. 
(iii) rdR Hi(A) is isomorphic to a complex of k-vector spaces. 
(iv) rdR Hi(A) r C’(A), where C’(A) is Q complex of k-vector spaces 
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with C’(A) EY H’,(A) for i= O,..., d - 1, zero otherwise, and trivial 
dl@erential. 
If in addition A has a normalized dualizing complex D’, then the above 
conditions are equivalent to 
(v) s-,D’ is isomorphic to a complex of k-vector spaces. 
Proof. In view of the above two remarks and since K’(x”O; A)@, 
A 3 K’(rP; A), R H:(A) 0” A.3 R H:(A), and D’ aA A r &, without 
restriction we can assume that A is a complete local ring. That means, A has 
a dualizing complex. Thus the equivalence of (ii), (iii), and (v) follows from 
1.3 and 1.4 by Matlis duality. Now we prove (i) * (iv) with an induction 
argument on d, i.e., rdR Hi(A) 3 C’(A). If d < 1 the statement is trivial. Let 





i.e., R I-Ii(A/xA) is isomorphic to the mapping cone M’ of 
R HO,(A) x, R H;(A). 
The ring A/xA is again Buchsbaum ring of dimension d - 1, so that we have 
td-‘R HO,(A/xA) r C’(A/xA) and .rd-‘M* 1 C’(A/xA) 
by induction hypothesis. If A is a Buchsbaum ring, it is proved in [lo]: 
m&(A)=0 for i = 0, l,..., d - 1. 
Therefore the above short exact sequence of complexes yields 
O-,H~,-‘(A)-tH’,-‘(A/xA)jH’,(A)-rO 
for i = 0, l,..., d - 1. This means nothing else but C’(A/xA) is isomorphic to 
the mapping cone of C’(A)+’ C’(A) with respect to the zero 
homomorphism. By recurrence on r = O,...,d it follows 7’R H:(A) Y r’C’(A). 
Now we prove the case depth A = 0 by returning to the foregoing one. 
Since A is Buchsbaum a = H!(A) is annihilated by m. The short exact 
sequence 0 + a + A + A/a + 0 yields 
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After [ 131, A/a is Buchsbaum ring again, clearly with depth A/a > 0. Then 
the first step of the induction proof gives 
rdR #&4/a) r C-(x4/a). 
The Buchsbaum property of A completes the proof of (i) G- (iv). 
It is enough to show (v) ti (i) for the proof of 2.3, since (iv) 3 (iii) is 
trivial. Applying 2.2 to the Koszul complex K’(x; A) of an arbitrary system 
of parameters x = {xi ,..., xd} of A we get m Hd-‘(x;A) =O, because 
H’(x; A) is of finite length for all i. For the cohomology of Koszul 
complexes we have 
where x’ = {x ,,..., xd-i}. See [ 121 for a proof of this short exact sequence. In 
view of 2.1 (b) the assertion follows now. Q.E.D. 
An ideal a of a regular local ring R is called perfect, if R/a is 
Cohen-Macaulay ring. This is equivalent to the vanishing of 
H’(R Hom(R/a, R)) g ExtL(R/a, R) 
for all i # dim R - dim R/a = n. For R/a to be Buchsbaum ring a similar 
statement is valid. 
COROLLARY 2.4. If R is a regular local ring, the quotient R/a is 
Buchsbaum ring tf and only if r,R Hom(R/a, R) is isomorphic to a complex 
of k-vector spaces. 
The proof follows from 2.3 using that 
R Hom(R/a, R) 2 Hom(R/a, I’) 
is a dualizing complex of R/a. Here 1’ denotes the minimal injective 
resolution of R over itself; compare 1.2. 
It is worth remarking that the k-vector space structure of H’,(A) for 
i # dim A does not characterize Buchsbaum property as is shown in [lo] by 
an example. In the following the assertions 2.2 and 2.3 yield a number of 
cohomological invariants of Buchsbaum rings. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let A be a Buchsbaum ring and F’: 0 + F” + ..a + 
F’+ . . . a complex offinitely generatedfree A-modules such that H’(F) is a 
module ofjinite length for all i and F’ aA k has zero dtflerentiation. Then we 
have 
dim, H’(F’) < co 
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and 
dim,H’(F’) = i rank F’-’ . dim, &,(A) for r = O,..., dim A - 1. 
i=o 
Proof: As before we can assume A complete without restriction. Then A 
has a dualizing complex and the first statement is proved in 2.2. We have for 
the second part 
sdF' 3 sdD(R Hom(F’, r+D’)), 
as in the proof of 2.2. Taking the structure of 
7-,D’ 3 Hom(C’(A), E), 
which is proved in 2.3, the above formula follows using the fact that 
rdD(Hom(F’, Hom(C’(A), E))) 
has trivial differentiation. Q.E.D. 
Applying 2.5 to the Koszul complex of A with respect to a system of 
parameters x = {x1 ,..., xd} we get: 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let A be a Buchsbaum ring; then we have for a system 
of parameters x of A : 
dim,ti’(x; A) < 00 
and 
dim&,,(A) for r = O,..., d - 1. 
If M is an A-module of finite length over a Buchsbaum ring A, then 2.5 
gives also 
dim, Ext:(M, A) < a~ 
and 
dim, Ext: (M, A) = i dim, Tar:&, M) . dim, H’,(A) 
I=0 
for r = 0, I,..., dim A - 1. Especially, for M = k it yields a formula 
concerning the Betti numbers of A and ,u, = dim, Ext;(k, A). After [ 121 we 
have 
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d-l 
L(A/xA) - e,(x;A) = 1 (-1)“~‘-iL(H’(x;A)) 
r=O 
for a system of parameters x of an arbitrary local ring A. Therefore, if A is a 
Buchsbaum ring we get a formula of the invariant C(A) considered in 2.1: 
dim, H’,(A). 
Compare also [lo], where this formula is proved more directly with an 
induction argument. Further, it holds for the Koszul complex and systems of 
parameters: 
COROLLARY 2.7. Let A be a local ring and d =dimA. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) A is Buchsbaum ring. 
(ii) mHd-‘(x; A) = Of or every system of parameters x of A. 
(iii) mH’(x; A) = 0 for every system of parameters x of A and 
r = 0, 1 ,..., d - 1. 
(iv) For every system of parameters x of A, tdK*(x; A) is isomorphic 
to a complex of k-vector spaces. 
The proof is not hard to see, because we can assume A complete. 
3. APPLICATION TO GRADED ALGEBRAS 
Let R be a graded algebra over an arbitrary field k. We say that R is a 
special graded k-algebra if R is non-negatively graded of finite type over k 
with R, = k. In this section we apply the foregoing ideas to the case of a 
special graded k-algebra. We refer to the summary in Section 5 of [6] for the 
definition of graded local cohomology, its connection to Koszul cohomology, 
and comparison with Cech cohomology. Especially, [Hh(R)], denotes the 
nth graded piece of the local cohomology module HL(R). We say that the 
special k-algebra R is Buchsbaum if the local ring R, is Buchsbaum ring. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let R be a special graded k-algebra. Suppose there is an 
integer t E Z such that [H;(R)],, = 0 f oralln#tandO<r~dimR.Then 
R is a Buchsbaum ring. 
Proof Let x = {xi,..., xs } be a homogeneous system of elements of R 
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such that rad xR = M. After 2.3 it is enough to show that rdK* is 
isomorphic to a complex of k-vector spaces where d = dim R and K’ denotes 
Therefore the assertion follows if it is proved that 
rdK*(xm; R) and rdK;(xw; R) 
are isomorphic in D(R). Here K, denotes the fth graded piece of K’. (The 
grading of K’ is inherited by the grading of R.) Now let us consider the 
following two R-homomorphisms of complexes: 
and 
where the maps are defined as canonical embedding and as canonical 
projection. Both are of degree zero. The boundary homomorphisms of 
On>, K; (resp. K;) are defined as restrictions of the boundary 
homomorphisms of K’ on degrees n > t (resp. on degree t). It remains to 
show that both maps induce isomorphisms on cohomology. But this is easy 
to see by computing the cohomology of each graded piece using the 
assumption 
[H&(R)], z [H’(K’)], = 0 for all n # t and 0 Q r ( dim R. Q.E.D. 
By simple examples one can show that the converse of 3.1 is not true in 
general. 
The local cohomology modules H&(R) may be expressed in terms of the 
Grothendieck cohomology of (X, ~9~) = Proj(R). There are a canonical exact 
sequence 
0 + Hi(R) -, R + @ H’(X, &(n)) --t H;(R) -, 0 
ltEZ 
and canonical isomorphisms 
HI;I’ ‘(R) z @ H’(X, ox(n)) for r> 1. 
JleZ 
We say that a projective k-scheme (X, Hx) is arithmetically Buchsbaum if 
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there is a special graded k-algebra R’ such that (X, @“) z Proj(R’) and R’ is 
Buchsbaum ring. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let R be a special graded k-algebra and 
(X, &) = Proj(R), dim X > 0. Suppose there is an integer t E Z such that the 
canonical map 
R,, -+ fJ’(X, 4(n)) 
is bijective for all n # t and 
H’(X, ex(n)) = 0 foralln#tand l<t<dimX. 
Then (X, F,) is arithmetically Buchsbaum. 
4. THE PURITY OF THE FROBENIUS AND BUCHSBAUM RINGS 
After [6] or [7] a ring homomorphism R + S is called pure if for every R- 
module M, M+ M @ R S via m ++ m @ 1 is injective. If R has positive 
prime characteristic p, F: R + R denotes the Frobenius map defined by 
F(r) = rR, r E R. F’: R + R is e-times iterated F. We say that R is F-pure if 
F: R -+ R is pure. Moreover, if F is pure, Fe is pure for all positive integers e. 
If R is a special graded k-algebra over a lield of characteristic zero, see [7, 
Section 41, what it means is that R has a presentation of relative graded F- 
pure type. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let k be a field of positive prime characteristic p 
(resp. a field of characteristic zero), let R be a special graded k-algebra such 
that R, is Cohen-Macaulay for all prime ideals p # h4 and the minimal 
primes of R have equal dimension d > 1. If R is F-pure (resp. R has a 
representation of relative graded F-pure type), then it holds for all integers 
O<r<d 
G(R) = WL,(R)Io, 
and R is Buchsbaum ring. 
In both cases the assumption that R, is Cohen-Macaulay for all primes 
p + M and that the minimal primes of R have equal dimension is necessary 
and sufficient for HL(R), r = O,..., d - 1, to be of finite length, see 
Lemma 7.1 of [6] or [ 111. Then 4.1 follows from 2.4 and 4.7 of [7] and our 
Theorem 3.1. 
If in addition k in 4.1 is perfect (resp. has a presentation of perfect graded 
F-pure type) one can compute the local cohomology modules HL(R), 
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r = O,..., d - 1, by Koszul cohomology without taking a direct limit. 
Compare the main theorems 1.1 and 4.8 of [7]. In f7] there are given a 
number of k-algebras of type described in 4,l which give us therefore 
Buchsbaum rings. In the following we look at a few of them. 
. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let k be a field of characteristic p > 0 (resp. of charac- 
teristic zero), and let R be a special graded k-algebra which is F-pure (resp. 
has a presentation of relative graded F-pure type). Suppose R is a domain 
such that R, is regular for every prime ideal p # M. Let S c R be a special 
graded k-subalgebra of R which is pure in R. Then S is F-pure (resp. has a 
presentation of relative graded F-pure type), and S is Buchsbaum ring. 
In Section 5 of [7] it is proved that S is F-pure (resp. has a presentation 
of relative graded F-pure type). To show that S, is Cohen-Macaulay for all 
prime ideals different from the irrelevant maximal ideal in [7] the main 
theorem of [6] is used, i.e., a pure subring of a characteristic p > 0 regular 
ring is Cohen-Macaulay. From this follows that the rings of invariants of 
linearly reductive afBne linear algebraic groups acting on regular rings are 
Cohen-Macaulay, see [6]. Therefore 4.1 shows that rings of invariants of 
such groups acting on certain singular rings are Buchsbaum. 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Let k and R be as in 4.2. Let G be a linearly reductive 
affrne linear algebraic group over k acting on R so as to preserve degrees. 
Then the ring of invariants S = RG is F-pure (resp. has a presentation of 
relative graded F-pure type) and S is Buchsbaum ring. 
If R is singular Example 2.1 of [6] shows that S is not in general 
Cohen-Macaulay. In reality this ring of invariants is a Segre product. See 
Section 5 for further connections between Segre products and Buchsbaum 
structure. It would be interesting to decide whether a given ring of invariants 
in 4.3 is Cohen-Macaulay or even Buchsbaum. 
We conclude this section with some remarks on quotients of polynomial 
rings by ideals generated by square-free monomials. 
EXAMPLE. Let Z be an unmixed ideal generated by a set of monomials in 
the indeterminates x,, ,..., x, in S = Z[x, ,.,., x.1. We assume that the 
generating monomials are square-free. If R is any ring, let R[X]/Z denote 
R Oz S/Z. In [7,9] it is shown that k[x]/Z is F-pure, if k is a field of 
characteristic p > 0. Hence, if k is a field of characteristic zero, k[x]/Z has a 
presentation of perfeot F-pure type. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let k be an arbitrary@& and supposa that (k[x]/Z), 
is Cohen-Macaulay fir all prime ideals p dment from the irnelevant ideal. 
Then k[x]/Z is Buchsbaum ring. 
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Now in [9] a one-to-one correspondence ,!Y c-) Z, is given between 
simplicial subcomplexes C of the standard n-simplex and the ideals I, 
generated by square-free monomials, see [9] or [ 71 for a more precise 
statement. Using this result and pursuing this point of view further. Reisner 
has characterized those C such that k[x]/Z, is unmixed and 
Cohen-Macaulay except possibly at the irrelevant ideal as follows: 
If o E C, let L(o, ,?Y) denote the link of u in ,?Y. Then k[x]/Z, is unmixed 
and Cohen-Macaulay except possibly at the irrelevant ideal if and only if for 
every 0 f cr E ,E 
E?‘(L(a, Z), k) = 0, 0 < i < dim L(o, C), 
holds. Here Z?(O, k) denotes the reduced simplicial cohomology of 0 with 
coefficients in k. For instance, if ,E is a connected manifold this condition on 
the links of ,E is satisfied. Further, the work of Reisner [9] yields 
and 
H;(k[x]/Z,) E fi?‘- ‘(C, k), 1 < i < dim C = dim k[x]/Z, - 1, 
if E has this property. 
COROLLARY 4.5. The ring k[x]/Z, is Buchsbaum if and only iffor every 
0faEz 
ii’(L(o, Z), k) = 0 for 0 < i < dim L(a, C) 
holds. Zf k[x]/Z, is Buchsbaum then 
dim, Z?(C, k), 
where d = dim z. 
By taking ,X a connected manifold we get a number of Buchsbaum rings. 
As an explicit example let us consider the triangulation .E, of the real 
projective n-space. In any textbook about algebraic topology we can find the 
simplicial cohomology of z,, with coefficients in an abelian group G. This 
yields that R, = k[x]/Z,, is Cohen-Macaulay with dim R, = n + 1, if the 
characteristic of k is not 2. If the characteristic of k is 2, it is Buchsbaum 
ring with dim R, = n + 1, depth R, = 2, and C(R,) = 2” - (n + 1). 
The fact that the Cohen-Macaulay property of k[x]/Z, depends on the 
characteristic of k is noted by Reisner in [9], where the ideal Zz, is stated 
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explicitly. S. Solcan (University of Bratislava) showed by an example that he 
Buchsbaum property depends also on the characteristic of k. 
5. SEGRE PRODUCTS 
Let R,, i = 1,2, be special graded k-algebras over a field k with 
d, = dim R, > 1. Let S denote the Segre product of R1 and R,, that is, the 
ring spanned by the biforms of degree (n, n) in R, 0 k R,, i.e., 
S, = (R,), Ok (Rz),. 
In [2] W. L. Chow proved that the Segre product S is Cohen-Macaulay if 
and only if R i and R, are so called proper Cohen-Macaulay rings. In [ 151 
this result is extended by showing that the Segre product of certain improper 
Cohen-Macaulay rings is Buchsbaum. In the following we give a result 
which generalizes part of Chow’s theorem to the Buchsbaum case. 
For this we denote (X,, &J = Proj(R,), i = 1,2, and ( W, Fp,) = Proj(S); 
thus W EI X, x,X, and &(n) z p?&,(n) Ok pr&&(n), where the pi, 
i = 1,2, are canonical projections pi : W+ X,. After Section 14 of [6] the 
statement RI is proper in the sense of Chow is equivalent to 
Hd’(X,, eX,(n)) = 0 for all n > 0. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Suppose there is an integer t > 0 such that the 
following conditions are satisfied for i = 1,2 : 
(a) The canonical map 
Wn -+ H”(& @x,(n)) 
is bijective for all n # t. 
(b) H’(Xr, ex,(n) = Ofir all n # t and 0 < r < d, - 1. 
(c) Hdi(Xi, ex,(n)) =‘Ofir all n > 0 and n # t. 
Then W is arithmetically Buchsbaum. For the cohomology of W a&quate 
statements to (a), (b), (c) are valid. 
Proof: In view of 3.2 it is enough to show that the assertions on the 
cohomology are valid. Using the Kiinneth formula 
the assertion follow by simple calculations. Q.E.D. 
Remark 5.2. Easily we can formulate 5.1 in terms of local cohomology 
of special graded k-algebras: Suppose there is an integer t > 0 such that for 
i = 1,2: 
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[HLi(Ri)ln = O for all IZ # t and 0 Q T < di 
and 
LH2jRi>ln = O for all n > 0 and n # t. 
Then S is Buchsbaum ring for which an adequate statement on the local 
cohomology holds. 
EXAMPLE. Let X = V(p) c Ip: be the curve defined by the Macaulay 
prime ideal given by 
p = (x0x3 -x,x*, xix* -x;, x0x; -x:x3, x,x; -xi). 
X is the image of Ipi via (to, tI) ++ (ti, tit,, tot:, t:). Using Euler-Poincare 
characteristic and Hilbert function we get 
dim, 0 
n Rn [ffi,@)In H°K 4(n)) H’(x, 4(n)) 
G-1 0 0 0 -(4n + 1) 
0 1 0 1 0 
1 4 1 5 0 
22 4n + 1 0 4n + 1 0 
(Compare 144.10 of [3].) After 3.1 or 3.2 X is arithmetically Buchsbaum 
and not arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay of course. 5.1 yields that X Xk X or 
X xk Y are arithmetically Buchsbaum (and not arithmetically Cohen- 
Macaulay), if Y c Ipi is a complete intersection of degree n + 1. Also 5.1 
contains the constructions of Buchsbaum rings given in [ 151. On the other 
hand this example shows that there are special graded which are not F-pure 
(resp. which have no presentation of relative graded F-pure type). 
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